
Minutes of meeting
Extraordinary 

General Assembly
Mechelen - Belgium

October 29 2022



The following invitation with the agenda was sent to all members of 

CMAS-Europe in time according to the statutes Art. 17.5 (60 days).

Extraordinary General Assembly, Oct. 29th, 2022, 

02:00 hours pm (14.00 hours) in  Brusselsesteenweg 313,                           

2800 Mechelen/ Belgium (headquarters NELOS) 

Mechelen/Belgium



Ronny MARGODT- President

Welcome and Praticial Information

- ONLINE & OFFLINE MEETING

- RECORDING CONSENT
Participants will receive a notification when recording starts. They can either consent to stay 
in the session or leave.

- MUTING & UNMUTING
Please unmute yourself and mute occasionally if you want to engage into the discussion.

- DON’T INTERRUPT PEOPLE
Always let the others finish talking first and then ask everyone if you can share your 
thoughts.

- SPEAKING REQUEST
Please rise you hand

The President welcomed the members and gave the following information



Michael Frenzel

AUSTRIA  TVSO  X

BELGIUM BEFOS-FEBRAS x 

BULGARIA BNAUA

CROATIA HRS

CYPRUS CFUA x

CZECH REPUBLIC SPCR

DENMARK DSF 

FINLAND SUKELTAJA x

FRANCE FFESSM x

GERMANY VDST x

ITALY FIPSA 

IRLAND IUC – CFT 

LIECHTENSTEIN BUBBLES

LUXEMBOURG FLASSA x

NETHERLANDS NOB x 

NORWAY NDF 

PORTUGAL FPAS 

SPAIN FEDAS 

SWEDEN  SSDF 

SWITzERLAND SUSV (proxy)

TURKEY TSSF

Guest: Mr. Kevin O´Shaugnessy, 
Secretary General CMAS

Rollcall

Michael Frenzel – Secretary General

Red: Members attending
X = personal presence
Without x = virtual attending

https://www.google.be/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjlrJaIravaAhVohuAKHfLJAIAQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belgi%C3%AB&psig=AOvVaw0nUSdLgXiuHbJTQMUzdIyB&ust=1523300057510722
https://www.google.be/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjlrJaIravaAhVohuAKHfLJAIAQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belgi%C3%AB&psig=AOvVaw0nUSdLgXiuHbJTQMUzdIyB&ust=1523300057510722


Michael Frenzel – Secretary General

Rollcall result and Existence of a quorum

Art. 28.1. and 28.2.
Changes of the Articles of Association needs to be supported by 2/3 
majority of the votes of the delegates present and entitled to vote at an 
Extraordinary General Assembly.

Statement:
As 14 members join the EGA. The quorum to change the Articles of 
Association  is reached.

14 members (highlighted in red) are present. Personally
present are 8 members (x), 6 members join the GA by the
virtual software „Zoom“.



Extraordinary General Assembly, Oct. 29th, 2022, Mechelen, Belgium at 
NELOS Headquarters, 02:00 hours pm (14.00 hours) 

Agenda: 
(1) Welcome by the President of CMAS-Europe 
(2) Rollcall 
(3) Determination of quorum 
(4) New version of the Articles of Association 

Please find the draft of the new version attached 
(5) New logo CMAS-Europe * 

There was no contradiction by the attended members regarding deadline 
and form

Michael Frenzel – Secretary General

Agenda
The invitation and agenda – Extraordinary General Assembly  – was distributed to all 
members of CMAS-Europe within the time of Article 17.4 of the Articles of Association



Ronny MARGODT- President

Some information given by the President

The president explained, that some days before the General Assembly he had talks with the lawyer
of CMAS, Mr. Ricardo La Cognata, who called hin, made some remarks on the new AoA and
recommended some changes. He also took the advice of the legal department of NELOS and in the
end there were some changes compare to the draft, which was send to the members. Therefore he 
will discuss and ask for agreement for each of the articles. 

On behalf of CMAS-President Anna Arzahnove, Mr. La Cognata asks to join the Extraordinary
Assembly, which was agreed by the President.



Ronny MARGODT- President

Agenda

New version of the
ARTICLES of ASSOCIATION

The following articles were
discussed by the GA one by one.





Amendments coloured Yellow



within the European Region

CMAS Europe is a non-profit organisation registered and as such recognised in the 

European Union. It conforms its action to the regulations of CMAS and cooperates with 

other  cultural organisations in view of fostering a better understanding of the underwater 

world and actively promoting the preservation of the underwater environment.

CMAS Europe shall act with respect for the regulations of CMAS, being the latter sole 

International Sport Federation for underwater activities and sports fully recognized by 

…..

Rules, requirements, standards and …….



CMAS Europe is the recognized continental CMAS organization of CMAS. As such CMAS Europe

supports CMAS activities and initiatives and cooperates with CMAS in pursuing its constitutional

goals.

CMAS Europe condemns and rejects doping and within the context of sport activities organized and

held under its aegis, it shall apply and enforce the Anti-Doping Code of the World Anti-Doping

Agency (WADA).





CMAS Europe intens to develop and encourage the understanding, preservation, safety, and

sustainable utilisation of the underwater world as well as to coordinate the administration and actively

promote the participation in all aquatic and underwater sports of its members within the European

Region. To this end CMAS Europe shall:

2.1. Represent its members in the context of any national and international organization, either private

or public, concerning recreational scuba diving, apnoea diving, scientific diving, underwater sports

and technical issues related to diving.

2.2. Support and, if needed, advise CMAS on matters which may have an impact on the European and

the wider regions.







Discussion about „intellectual property“

Mr. La Cognata made a warning to CMAS-Europe regarding Art.  8.7 as he takes the view that CMAS is
an existing organization as the name belongs to CMAS while „Europe“ is a geographical definition and
cannot be protected.  He claimes that the name is a CMAS-property. Michael Frenzel contradicts, that
the CMAS-Europe logo is already registered since mor than 10 years and CMAS did not object to the
registration within the legal deadline. Mr. La Cognata says, if you want to stay under the umbrella you
have to accept the rules. If you are not any more under the umbrella, you are forbidden to use the
name „CMAS“.  The President Ronny Margodt remarks that the article of the AoA is existing since more
than 20 years and nobody of CMAS contradictet. After a long discussion Mr. Uwe Hofmann, President of 
VDST, made the proposal, to erase Art. 8.1. to avoid the word „property“.

The GA unanmously voted to erase Art. 8.1.





CMAS Europe shall only award voting membership to European National Federations which are

members of CMAS.

10.2.1. Associate members without voting rights may be awarded to other non-for-profit, non-

governmental organisations based in Europe and active in underwater sports and activities, whose

contribution may be valuble in the pursuing of CMAS Europe scopes.





A voting member of CMAS Europe may lose its status as voting member if it ceases its membership

with CMAS or fails to remain the representative of the majority of the members in a specific country.



15.5. The suspension contemplated in this Article 14 and its effects may apply to those CMAS Europe

members suspended by CMAS.







Exception

mentioned

18.2. The board will consist of a minimum of 5 and maximum of 12 members. In the event that

candidatures exceed the maximum number of members, the twelve candidates who shall receive the

largest number votes will be elected. In the event that candidatures shall be less than the maximum

available vacancies (12), or should any candidate not achieve the foreseen majority to be elected,

Clause 18.11 applies.









22.1. Any controversies between CMAS Europe and any of its members or between members of

CMAS Europe shall be adjudged by a Disciplinary Commission or a Appeal Commission,

independent from the CMAS Europe board. In the absence of Disciplinary Commission or a Appeal

Commission, appeal can be made to CMAS Justice Bodies. The final decision may be challenged

before the Court of Arbitration for Sport.



Discussion Diciplinary and Appeal Commission

• Mr. La Cognata recommends to change the article, especially not to
give a case to the court of arbritation, as its incredible expensive.

• Mr. Cognata shall send by email an new formulation which keeps
more opportunities to react on disciplinary cases. He recommends
instead of the court of arbritation to prefer the national legal process.

It was agreed, that Mr. La Cognata shall send his proposal of the new
wording to the president to implement it into the new AoA.  









Rollcall

After decision on each article there was a roll call
to vote on the statutes at all.

All members present agreed to the new Articles
of Association in the form it was discussed and
decided in the EGA.



Logo of CMAS EUROPE

CMAS PROPOSAL

The 5 new logos of CMAS-Euroope were presented again after they were already send to all members some days before. 
The president headlighted, that the EGA has to decide with 2/3 majority. 



VOTING

.



The Extra Ordinary Assembly of CMAS-Europe 
was closed by the President at 1.30 pm


